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What is ‘Belt and Road’?

Rediscovering history: President Xi Jinping wants to revive ancient trading routes

A

grand idea deserves a stirring introduction and President Xi Jinping did his
best to sound dramatic three years ago, when he launched one of China’s
boldest ever foreign policies in Kazakhstan.
“As I stand here and look back at that episode of history, I could almost hear the
camel bells echoing in the mountains and see the wisp of smoke rising from the
desert,” the Chinese leader intoned.
Xi was giving a history lesson that dates back two thousand years to a time
when China’s Han Dynasty traded with Asia, the Middle East and Europe through
a fabled Silk Road of trails and caravan routes. Today the Chinese want to rediscover that heritage with ‘One Belt, One Road’, an incredibly ambitious plan for a
new era of trade with the countries along the transport routes that stretch from
China through Central Asia into Europe.

Just getting started

Photo: Reuters

Xi’s plan is called yi dai yi lu in Chinese. In English it is commonly described as
‘One Belt, One Road’, which is sometimes shortened to the acronym OBOR.
More recently, official Chinese sources have adopted the wording ‘Belt and
Road Initiative’ in English.
Belt and Road is exactly what it says it is – a plan based around two core arteries: the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road.
The Belt is a land-based route leading from China to Europe via Central Asia.
The official outlines of the route stretch from Xi’an to Rotterdam in Holland. And
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rather confusingly, the Road is its sea-based equivalent, passing through Southeast Asia, Africa and the Middle East on its way to Venice in Italy.
China’s long-term goals for Belt and Road in diplomatic-speak are policy coordination, infrastructure, unimpeded trade, financial integration and people-topeople bonds. At the moment the plan is at an early stage and investment in infrastructure is the primary activity, much of it in south and central Asia. Hundreds
of projects for railways and roads, power stations and transmission lines, oil and
gas pipelines, ports and airports are under construction or at the planning stage.
But Belt and Road’s ambitions transcend the practicalities of cement and steel.
The ultimate objective is a new spirit of trade, transport and communication that
will benefit all of the countries along the route.
All of this activity should give the global economy a boost, first as the investment in roads and railways takes shape, and then as trade and commerce follows in its wake. In its fullest scope, Belt and Road could reach 4.4 billion people
across 65 countries that generate about 40% of global GDP, the World Bank has
suggested.

A strategy or a sound bite?

Credit: Xinhua

One of the challenges in talking about Belt and Road is that the Chinese haven’t
offered precise outlines of what they hope to achieve with it. Nor is there a single body charged with planning or delivering on the idea. Indeed, it isn’t always
clear whether construction that has been labelled as part of the plan might have
happened anyway. In many cases, people have jumped on the bandwagon, headlining their projects as part of the Belt and Road effort, when there may not be
much of a connection.
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Low-tech transport in Hotan in Xinjiang, a city on the ancient Silk Road

The shortage of specifics is deliberate on the Chinese part, however, as it leaves
more room for interpretation and experimentation. That isn’t too different to
Deng Xiaoping’s approach to the economic reforms of the 1980s, when he talked
about ‘crossing the river by feeling the stones’.
Beijing is even being cautious about how it explains Belt and Road, instructing
that it shouldn’t be described as a strategy, a programme or an agenda, says Xie
Tao, a professor of political science at Beijing Foreign Studies University.
In Chinese the term for “initiative” is preferred, because an initiative is focused
on delivering a public good and depends on willing cooperation from others, Xie
says.
The message is that Belt and Road is an inclusive effort that will boost everybody, and isn’t just a blueprint for Beijing’s benefit.
China’s critics query this claim, of course. Yet there’s no doubt that Belt and
Road is capturing attention because so many people hope to benefit from it. It
helps that Belt and Road means different things to different people. Chinese policymakers see it as a chance to spread their currency, the renminbi, internationally as well as redirect some of the country’s surplus steel and cement. Construction bosses sense opportunities to build roads and power plants, while railway
executives are chasing contracts for thousands of miles of new track. China’s
provincial governments want to grab investment for their home turf, while cashstrapped countries along the Belt and Road are desperate for finance for roads and
railways of their own. And naturally, the world’s lawyers, bankers, consultants and
engineers want a slice of the action too.

100
The number of countries and
international organisations
participating in Belt and Road,
according to President Xi Jinping

Where is Belt and Road happening?
Photo: Reuters

The Chinese haven’t drawn up an official list of participants, although the plan
is often described as involving more than 60 countries, comprising almost twothirds of the planet’s population.
This summer Xi Jinping said that more than 100 countries and international
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organisations are already taking part in the initiative. China has signed agreements with more than 30 countries along the routes to invest in Belt and Road infrastructure. But the wider count includes other nations, like all the members of
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), which is expected to be a key
source for much of the lending under the plan.
Belt and Road’s impact is going to be felt thousands of miles from the Silk Road
of old. For instance, later in this guide we mention how the new railways could deliver more profit for New Zealand’s sheep farmers by allowing longer shelf life for
Kiwi lamb in Europe’s supermarkets.
Again, the Chinese haven’t wanted to define Belt and Road in a rigid way. “The
Initiative is open for cooperation,” the official document launching the plan explains. “It covers, but is not limited to, the area of the ancient Silk Road. It is open
to all countries, and international and regional organisations for engagement.”
In a similar style, the initial work on the plan has reached out beyond the twopronged ‘Belt and Road’ map into six ‘economic corridors’, which are hosting
much of the construction of pipelines, power stations, roads and railways.
The most symbolic of these offshoots is the New Eurasia Land Bridge, anchored against railway lines running from Lianyungang in China’s Jiangsu
province through Alashankou in Xinjiang to Rotterdam in Holland.
But there are other corridors, stretching north into Russia and Mongolia, west
into Central Asia and southwest into IndoChina and out towards India.
Another of the corridors reaches 3,000km from Kashgar in China’s Xinjiang
province to Pakistan’s Gwadar, a port on the Arabian Sea. Billed by Chinese officials as a flagship for the Belt and Road plan, it already has deals in place worth
$46 billion, for hydro and solar power, coalmines and wind farms, highways and

The Kiwi end of the Silk Road
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Vital link: Pakistan's Chinese-built Gwadar port on the Arabian Sea

railways, pipelines and communication networks. An ‘early harvest’ section of the
plan will see some $26 billion invested in projects slated for completion by 2018.

And why is Belt and Road happening now?
The short-term reason is that Xi Jinping is investing his personal and political authority in getting it going. That makes it a pressing concern for his officials, who
are keen to show that they are responding. Belt and Road has also become a
buzzword for leaders outside China, especially those who want to attract some of
its investment.
But the plan is more than Xi’s brainchild. Many of its origins pre-date his
presidency, including the ‘Going Out’ policy, which prompted a surge in Chinese
investment in resource-rich Latin America and Africa over the past decade. In
other examples of what some commentators have described as China’s ‘Great Leap
Outwards’, its consumers have become a global force, its tourists are heading overseas in large numbers, and its consumer brands are starting to win fans in foreign
markets.
Belt and Road is also following in the footsteps of market forces on the Silk
Road, where Chinese firms have been investing for a while. Some of the transport
breakthroughs aren’t brand new either – the first Silk Road train to leave
Chongqing in western China for Duisburg in Germany departed five years ago,
long before Xi’s government started to promote the railroads in earnest.
All the same, Xi’s role is a crucial one. Until recently China’s leaders had stuck
to Deng Xiaoping’s famous guidelines that they should avoid the international
limelight, making sure to “hide our capacities and bide our time”. Now the times
have changed and China’s outlook is more boldly international. Xi has proved this
point personally by visiting more than 40 countries since becoming president.
Belt and Road is another indicator of the same trend, as a plan to show how
China’s skills in trade and investment can reach out beyond its borders to the benefit of the wider world. n

$26 billion
‘Early harvest’ investments
in the Pakistani port of Gwadar
under the Belt and Road plan

Photo: Reuters
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China’s travelling salesman:
Xi Jinping’s foreign trips since 2013
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Parallels with the past?
Many analysts prefer to talk about a ‘New Silk Road’ rather than the Belt and
Road, recalling the exploits of merchants and explorers like Marco Polo
and Ibn Battuta, who spent their lives wandering the countries on the Silk
Road map.
China’s President Xi Jinping also understands the resonance of the Silk
Road brand and he has evoked a romantic history of trade involving Chinese goods like silk and porcelain. Not that any of the traders that traversed
the mountains and deserts of Central Asia would have understood the
route in quite such a way. The Silk Road label didn’t emerge until the
1880s, when Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen, a German geographer,
coined the term Seidenstrassen to describe the mosaic of trade routes between Asia and Europe.
Another misnomer is that the Silk Road was a well-established route, followed point-to-point by those who travelled it. In fact it was more of a network of paths that evolved with time and circumstance, offering different
options for travel between the great cities of China and their counterparts
in Europe.
The same situation exists today as a range of rail, road and sea routes starts
to emerge under the Chinese plan. Another similarity is that the Silk Road
traders of the past rarely travelled the entirety of the journey, but passed their
goods to others at points along the way. That is happening again with transshipment of cargo at sea ports and the reloading of trains where there are
changes in railroad gauges at national borders.
For the maritime components of Xi Jinping’s grand plan, the historical inspiration draws on the exploits of Admiral Zheng He, a Muslim eunuch who
embodied China’s early history of sea trade and exploration.
Zheng led seven voyages to South Asia, the Persian Gulf, and the African
coast between 1405 and 1433. His fleet of treasure ships forged new trade ties
with distant kingdoms before returning to China with ambassadors from the
places that they had visited, bringing commercial tribute for their emperor
as diverse as black pepper and cobalt oxide, tin and tortoiseshell, precious
stones and even zebra and giraffes. Despite clashing with pirates and local
rulers, Zheng’s reputation as a peaceful envoy is important to China, which
has donated millions of dollars to excavations and the like that trace his voyages to places such as Sri Lanka and Kenya. Of course, the two are important
points in Belt and Road’s maritime network, and the Chinese are financing the
construction of deepwater ports in both countries.

The German geographer

The Venetian trader

The Chinese admiral
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What does China want to achieve?

A tonic for trade: Belt and Road should boost business around the globe

“

I

Photo: Reuters

t’s the economy, stupid” was the mantra that guided Bill Clinton to victory in
the US presidential elections in 1992 and the maxim is worth repeating a generation later as the Chinese gear up for Belt and Road.
Most of the analysis of the plan focuses on its economic motivations, especially
as China’s economy shows signs of growing at a slower rate (from over 10% only
a few years ago to 6.7% in the first three quarters of 2016).
As the world’s largest trading nation, the Chinese need to do more to boost
global commerce by reducing the costs and complexities of transporting goods.
Spending on the construction of Belt and Road projects is part of a long-term strategy to pave the way for more exports of China’s goods and services, supporting
its domestic economy for years to come.
The spending on infrastructure projects and the trade that follows in their wake
should be self-reinforcing, with the marketplaces along the Silk Road prompting
a virtuous cycle of capital investment and commerce. The impact for Chinese
firms is going to be multi-phased too. In the first stage the larger state-owned enterprises are winning most of the major contracts to build ports, tunnels and
power plants. But as the host countries start to benefit from the investment, their
markets will open to a fuller range of goods and services, and the gains shouldbroaden to smaller firms in China, more of which are privately-owned.
If China’s GDP growth rate is slowing, won’t some of the momentum for Belt
and Road be lost as well? Probably not, says research from HSBC, which highlights
how Chinese investment has been growing overseas even as its economy loses a
little steam at home. China’s contribution to global growth is more significant
now than ever before, and the Chinese are responsible for almost a third of global

$2.5 trillion
China’s target for annual trade with Belt and
Road countries by 2025
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Guangdong: more GDP than many Belt and Road nations

investment. The composition of some of that investment has been changing, however, with the share heading into metals, mining and commodities in Africa and
Latin America getting smaller. Instead Asian countries, and especially Belt and
Road ones, have been getting more focus. In fact more than half of China’s overseas contracts in the first five months of 2016 were signed with nations on the Silk
Road – an unprecedented proportion – and Xi Jinping announced in June that Chinese trade with Belt and Road participants had surpassed $1 trillion last year, accounting for a quarter of the country’s total foreign trade.
Direct investment from Chinese enterprises in 49 Belt and Road countries was
close to $15 billion, up 18% on the year before, and growing at twice the pace of
China’s overall investment overseas.
This is the kind of activity that should bolster economic growth for years and
Beijing’s forecast is that China’s annual trade with Belt and Road countries will
surpass $2.5 trillion by 2025, growing more rapidly than its trade with the rest
of the world.

Silk Road cynics
Amid the blizzard of predictions on Belt and Road’s potential, it’s worth mentioning the dissenting views, including the concerns that the plan is too ambitious
and that the Chinese will struggle to deliver it.
Although China’s economy is huge in aggregate, its gross domestic product per
capita trails many of its Belt and Road partners, ranking it behind countries like
Malaysia, Russia, Turkey, Kazakhstan and Thailand. Part of the point of Belt and
Road is that it will boost incomes in China. But there is a mismatch between the
size of the country’s economy and the prosperity of many of its people – or as
HSBC’s analysts put it earlier this year: “The world has never seen an economy as
large but as poor as China”.
That may mean that Belt and Road’s backers will have to temper their expectations. Simply put, the Chinese authorities still have to lift the living standards
of millions of their poorest citizens. It may be too much to expect them to pull
up a huge portion of the global economy by its bootstraps as well.
On the flipside, some wonder whether Belt and Road will even move the dial in
economic terms because China is already such a gigantic economy ($11 trillion of
GDP in 2015, or about 13% of the global total). As Ben Simpfendorfer, the head of
advisory firm Silk Road Associates, pointed out to Bloomberg last year, most of the
countries in the plan have much smaller economies than the largest Chinese
provinces. Guangdong, Jiangsu, Shandong, Zhejiang and Henan already feature in
the Belt and Road top 10, for instance, joining India, Indonesia, South Korea,
Turkey and Saudi Arabia. And China is already the leading trade partner for about
half the countries on the Belt and Road list, Simpfendorfer says, which may make

Almost $8,000
China’s GDP per capita is on a par with
Bulgaria and Botswana, according to HSBC
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Will Belt and Road help China to deal with its steel glut?

it harder for it to benefit dramatically from an upswing in commercial activity.
His prediction is that the smaller economies like Pakistan, Georgia and
Bangladesh look likely to get the biggest boost.

Some sectors will be winners
That’s not to say that Belt and Road won’t be positive for large parts of the Chinese
economy, especially for companies that exploit its opportunities.
In their public discussions of Belt and Road, Chinese policymakers have talked
about the prospects for sectors like infrastructure investment and construction,
and for exporters of equipment and heavy machinery. It is already clear that Chinese firms are going to be favoured by the banks that are funding Belt and Road
projects. A study of the loans of China’s largest policy banks by Grisons Peak, an
advisory firm in London, suggests that 70% of the cross-border lending has been
made on the condition that Chinese companies are employed to do the work.
When Xi Jinping visited Uzbekistan in June, some 600 Chinese firms were said
to be working there on 70 joint ventures in infrastructure and energy, financed
by $6.5 billion of direct investment and loans from Chinese sources. He cut the
opening ribbon on a railway tunnel built by a Chinese contractor during his
visit, but this was just the beginning, he told the Uzbek parliament.
“The Belt and Road Initiative's primary planning and deployment has been
completed and is now stepping onto the stage of taking root and intensifying cultivation for sustained development,” he promised.

600
The number of Chinese firms working on
projects in Uzbekistan this year

Swallowing the surplus

Photo: Reuters

Another factor in Belt and Road’s favour is that it will help the Chinese to deal with
a pressing problem on the home front: overcapacity in industrial sectors like cement and steel.
Senior ministers have said openly that they want more of China’s surplus
steel to be used for Belt and Road business, and another option is that Chinese
firms move some of their production closer to Belt and Road markets, like Hebei
Iron and Steel, which bought a lossmaking steel plant in Serbia in April.
This isn’t going to save Chinese jobs in the immediate term but other steelmakers may follow suit, especially if it helps to defuse anti-dumping tensions in
foreign markets.
Whether Belt and Road projects can swallow up enough of China’s surplus steel
to make a difference is more debatable. Bloomberg’s best guess is that contracts
for new pipelines, railways and power stations across Asia might increase demand
for Chinese steel by 5% a year, which isn’t enough to offset the surplus plaguing
the sector.
The prospects may be better for cement, where the Asian Development Bank
is forecasting that 580 million more tonnes are needed every year for infrastructure projects in Asia alone, an equivalent of a quarter of China’s output.
China’s firms are going to win a large share of Belt and Road business, but it
may be more the case that it buys time for its industrial sector to address the worst
of its woes, rather than solving the problem of surplus capacity altogether.
Back to a point made by Simpfendorfer at Silk Road Associates: “To put it an12
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other way, Guangdong has a GDP larger than 60 Silk Road economies. That’s a big
difference in scale. Yet if Guangdong can’t solve China’s overcapacity problems,
it’s tough to see how exporting the country’s excess supply to smaller economies
such as Kazakhstan or Pakistan will as they simply can’t buy that much cement
or steel.”

Matters of strategy
Other proponents of Belt and Road have looked at longer-term horizons, highlighting how the plan is going to reshape China’s position in the global economy.
The Chinese are now the world’s largest energy consumer, for instance, and
import massive quantities of oil and gas by sea. The country’s strategists worry
about its energy security, especially that sea-bound supplies could be restricted
at choke points like the Straits of Malacca or disrupted by tensions in the South
China Sea. Hence the investment in the Pakistani port of Gwadar and the
pipelines and highways that will carry oil and gas overland from the Middle East,
linking Gwadar with Kashgar in western China, and reducing the time and distance to travel.
Investment in new gas and oil fields in Russia and Central Asia – and the
pipelines to carry the energy resources back into China – will further reduce the
reliance on sea-bound supply. And importantly, much of the focus is on natural
gas, reducing some of the country’s dependence on coal-fired power, which has
been carpeting its cities with smog and grime.
It’s also true that Beijing wants the renminbi to become a global reserve currency and that new organisations like the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
will give it more of a say in international finance. Of course, the Chinese have been
careful to describe Belt and Road as a cross-border effort. “The Initiative is China’s
idea, but the opportunities it has created belong to the world,” assured Chinese
foreign minister Wang Yi.
All the same, Belt and Road is clearly a part of China’s ambitions for a more active role in global affairs and some of its activity has alarmed its neighbours. In
Central Asia the Russians have been promoting the Eurasian Economic Union as
a rival grouping, while the Indians have watched cautiously as the Chinese invest
in Pakistan and Sri Lanka. But none of the attempts to establish alternatives
have generated the same momentum because they lack Belt and Road’s financial
and economic heft.
The same can be said of the New Silk Road Initiative, Washington’s counter bid
for influence in the region, which aims to connect the resource-rich countries of
Central Asia with South Asia’s 1.6 billion consumers. Analysts say that the plan is
never going to get the same traction as China’s plan, because the Americans
aren’t putting the same kind of investment behind it.
Belt and Road is the geopolitical bet that today looks most likely to succeed, and
the rest of the world knows it. n

Photo: Reuters

China wants the renminbi to become a global reserve currency
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Following in America’s footsteps?

Photo: Reuters

One of the common debates about Belt and Road is how well it matches up
to the Marshall Plan, an American initiative to help rebuild European
economies after the devastation of the Second World War.
In fact, Chinese commentators have been frosty about talking about the
similarities, with Xinhua quoting one scholar as saying that any comparison between the two is a “perversion”.
That sounds a bit extreme, although most analysts seem to agree that
close comparisons are off the mark.
For a start, the Marshall Plan was an aid package from Washington. The
funds being made available through Belt and Road are loan financing, not
aid. The Marshall Plan’s goals were different too – not only to rebuild warravaged regions and open the way for American goods, but also to prevent
the spread of communism.
Of course, Belt and Road is designed to fortify China’s interests around
the world, but it has been conceived primarily as a commercial and financial mission, and it lacks the same explicitly political objectives.
Another difference is the scale of the Chinese plan. At maturity, total investment in Belt and Road could reach $4 trillion, much more than the
spending under the Marshall Plan, which provided about $13 billion in aid,
now equivalent to roughly $100 billion.
And while the American effort ran for four years from 1947, Belt and
Road is expected to be a longer-term undertaking.
So is there any common ground between the two schemes? The Marshall
Plan was a bid for political support in Europe as a bulwark against an expansionist Soviet Union. Belt and Road is more global in scope, although
Europe is the end point of many of its transport routes and the Chinese
won’t mind if they undermine American influence there.
After the war, the United States was struggling with surplus industrial
capacity in the same way as the Chinese are today, and the terms of the
Marshall Plan made sure that European countries should accept American
investment and American goods. Naturally, the dollar was the currency of
choice for its subsidies and the renminbi looks likely to be established as
the dominant currency for much of the funding for Belt and Road too.
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Making tracks

The future of freight? New railway routes are linking Chinese cities with European markets

I

t supposedly took Marco Polo a quarter of a century to get to China and back.
Today goods can be shipped to Europe in about two weeks by rail, and a little
over a month by sea. But the reality of Belt and Road is that it isn’t a question of
two routes, but many. A new wave of investment is starting to reshape the map
as trade flows are redirected. At the forefront is rail freight, where new connections are springing up between China and Europe.

Trains and track

Photo: Reuters

Most of the headlines about China’s railway ambitions have focused on bullet
trains and the thousands of kilometres of high-speed track that now link the country’s major cities. For Belt and Road the agenda is different – more about freight
traffic and cross-border rail.
Some of these routes pre-date the Belt and Road era, particularly Russia’s
Trans-Siberian railway, which has carried freight for years. The first of the alternative routes through Kazakhstan, known as Yuxinou, started operating in 2011,
also before Belt and Road was formally launched.
But the Chinese have been investing heavily in Eurasian rail connections and
facilities since 2013, fostering alternative routings between China and Europe, as
well as new linkages to some of the national networks in between.
The first Chinese freight train to reach Iran arrived in Tehran in February 2016
bearing goods from Zhejiang province, for instance, while another pioneering
train arrived in Kabul from Jiangsu province in September.
Manufacturing businesses have been moving inland into China’s central and
western provinces in search of lower costs and the investment in railway lines is

600 metres

The length of the so-called ‘block’ trains
carrying freight from China to Europe
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End of the line: the border crossing with Kazakhstan

accelerating the process. Rather than dispatching goods to the sea and transporting them by ship, the factories are sending them westwards overland,
through Russia and Central Asia and into Europe.
Currently there are two main options for reaching Europe by rail: the northern route which runs through Siberia after crossing the Chinese border at
Manzhouli in Inner Mongolia, passing through Belarus and reaching the border
with Poland; and a more southernly link that leaves China at Alashankou in Xinjiang, heads through Kazakhstan, crossing back into Russia and down through Belarus, before also reaching Poland.
A third link was opened last year that traverses Kazakhstan before heading
southwest through Azerbaijan and Georgia, crossing the Caspian Sea by ship, and
arriving in Turkey, with onward travel by road into Europe.
Services on this route are less frequent but the trains that head southwest
through Central Asia are starting to offer onward connections to the Middle East
and the Persian Gulf too. Importantly, they provide an alternative route to Europe
that doesn’t cross Russian soil.
The goods are carried on 600-metre ‘block trains’ capable of transporting 41
containers. The containers aren’t split up or stored en route and the trains don’t
make stops to have their wagons decoupled along the way. However, the trains
don’t travel the entire route. China, Europe and the former Soviet Union use different standards of gauge for their track. So two trains line up side-by-side at border points in Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus and cranes lift the containers from
one to the other. At its fastest the process takes less than an hour.

Cost versus speed

Photo: Reuters

The efficiency of these transfers is important because the Silk Road railways are
competing on the speed of their shipments. Typical journey times average between 12 and 16 days or less than half the time for ocean freight to complete the
same journey.
“Our pitch is that rail is 3-5 times cheaper than air, 3-5 times faster than ocean
and with 3-5 times better coverage than both,” says Henrik Christensen, chairman
of Silk Route Rail, a logistics firm that sells space on block trains.
He estimates that, as a rule of thumb, each container costs about $8,000-10,000
to transport by rail, about twice the cost of shipping by sea. That means that the business case for rail transportation is strongest for higher-value goods shipped on a
short order basis, reducing the need to tie up capital in inventory and warehousing
nearer the destination market. The additional expense versus ocean freight is offset by the lower costs of financing the inventory if the contents of the containers are
worth more than $1.5 million, according to Silk Route Rail’s calculations.
It’s no surprise that consumer electronics companies like Hewlett-Packard

Silk Route Rail’s Henrik Christensen
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have pioneered the railway option, Christensen says, with Foxconn, Dell, Acer and
Sony all sending shipments from China by rail as well.

Origins and destinations
In China most of the block trains are arranged by entities called platform companies, who sell the space on each journey, either directly or through third-party
freight forwarders.
The platform companies are controlled by city governments, who contract with
a single railway operator to arrange the full journey through the different countries along the route.
For example, in the case of the city of Chongqing, Kazakhstan Railways is the
coordinator, arranging the trip and pricing the freight to cities like Duisburg, at
the confluence of the Rhine and Ruhr in Germany.
Other cities in China have been offering block trains to Europe, with their local governments dangling the routes as part of the pitch to get companies to relocate to their cities. Chongqing and Chengdu were the most active at first. But
interest spread to places like Changsha, Wuhan and Zhengzhou, and to cities
like Harbin in the north.
Even some of China’s coastal cities have been keen for their own rail links.
That might seem counterintuitive – for them, the time saved on sea travel is less
– but municipal bosses are keen to show their support for Xi Jinping’s Belt and
Road priorities.
The list of destinations is growing in Europe as well, as private operators begin
to offer a wider range of onward destinations from the Polish border with Belarus.
“The routes from Chongqing to Duisburg and Hamburg in Germany are probably the most developed so far,” Christensen reports. “But after crossing the frontier at Brest, hundreds more destinations are becoming possible, including cities
like Nuremberg, Paris, Vienna, Warsaw, Madrid and Budapest.”

Hub and spoke
Most of the rail routes are still at an early stage of commercial development and
few of them would survive without financial subsidies being provided by the platform companies.
City authorities look at the expense as part of a broader investment in their local manufacturing base, hoping that the job creation and tax revenue will offset

Duisburg: one of the pioneer destinations for the Silk Road’s new rail routes
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the costs of the subsidies themselves.
Christensen acknowledges that the transport routes aren’t economic without
government support, but he thinks that this will change as larger volumes of
freight start to filter through some of the key trans-shipment points. “Subsidies
are critically important at the moment and the railway wouldn’t run without
them,” he says. “But this is going to change once the hub-and-spoke system develops. Every city in China will get the opportunity to book a few services a week,
running through hubs like Khorgos and then onward into Russia, Europe, Central
Asia and the Middle East.”
In this vision all of the major cities will have their own block trains running to
trans-shipment points on the Chinese border. There, the goods will be consolidated and reloaded onto onward trains, before heading further west to hundreds
of points in Europe and the Middle East.
Silk Route Rail is particularly focused on developing Khorgos, a special economic zone on the border with Kazakhstan, as one of the trans-shipment hubs.
Another of the cross-border hubs is Manzhouli in Inner Mongolia, this time for
the more northernly route into Russia, where there has been substantial investment in bonded warehouses and industrial parks.
In each of these ‘land ports’ there has to be a delay because of the different
types (i.e. width) of track on either side of the border. That’s giving each location
the chance to make its claim as a hub for transferring shipments to onward destinations, rather like the competition between cities such as Hong Kong, Dubai
and Singapore for connecting air traffic.

Traffic flow and weather
One of the challenges for the railway firms is that there’s more traffic leaving
China for Europe than vice versa. That mirrors the situation at sea, where empty
containers are often shipped back from Europe. But it also lowers the sea freight
costs from Europe to China, making the train trips look more expensive in comparison. None of the same subsidies are available from points of origin in Europe
either, diluting some of the interest from potential customers.
A link between Madrid and Yiwu carried only eight trains worth of goods in its
first 15 months in operation, the Spanish newspaper El Pais reported earlier this
year. That was because ocean-freight rates were much cheaper than rail, the
newspaper said. Even an offer of free advertising on Chinese television for customers hadn’t sparked much interest.
Another difficulty is that the block trains don’t run a year-round schedule be18
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cause there are challenges keeping the containers cool enough in summer and
protecting them from freezing in the winter. Shipments of consumer electronics
stop in the depths of winter because the goods start to crack when it gets colder
than -15 degrees celcius, while extreme heat damages pharmaceutical products,
as well as perishables like wine, cheese, flowers and beer.
Christensen says that temperature-controlled transport will help eastbound
traffic from Europe to grow and some of the freight operators have invested in climate-controlled containers. But they need to be managed professionally for the
duration of the trip, ensuring the same quality of service along the entirety of the
journey. In a few early cases, some of the reefers were refuelled with dirty diesel
along the route, corroding the cooling systems and spilling fumes back into the
containers. “The pharmaceutical firms in Europe won’t send more exports by rail
until more of these journeys are temperature-controlled or the shipments could
be spoiled. Some of these containers hold $4-5 million in goods, so they have to
be looked after,” Christensen says.
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-15 degrees
The temperature (in celsius)
at which electronic goods can
start to fail

New horizons
There were more than a thousand train journeys on the new rail routes last year,
carrying about 47,000 containers. Volumes were a 40-fold increase on five years
ago and more connections between Chinese cities and Europe are being launched
all the time.
The rail network’s capacity is dwarfed by seaborne shipments, however. Last
year’s train freight volumes were the equivalent of three full loads on the world’s
largest container ships. But the backers of the railways have turned that into a positive, claiming that their industry only needs a tiny shift from shipping to get to
profitability. Perhaps just 1% of the seaborne market would be sufficient.
The railways will open up a new world of trade in markets that are thousands
of miles away from traditional Silk Road routes, like the New Zealand sheep
farmers, who have shown interest in moving meat by sea to China and across the
Eurasian landmass by rail to Europe.
“Slow steaming to their European markets takes 70 days and the lamb only has
a couple of weeks of shelf life once it arrives in the UK,” Christensen explains. “We
can help the meat get there two weeks faster, which helps the farmers to get a better price from the retailers.”
The story is similar for fruit producers from the Philippines wanting to target
the Middle East and Central Asia. Previously they have been forced to ship westwards into Europe and then send their goods back east by road and rail. “In future
these shipments will be sent from the Philippines to one of the Chinese ports and
then directly by rail into Central Asia,” he says. “The railways will open up markets that couldn’t be reached quickly or cost effectively in the past.” n

Photo: Reuters

Another possible beneficiary of the new rail routes: fruit from the Philippines
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Growth engines
China’s railway companies look for Belt and Road boost

The rate of new investment in China’s roads and railways is starting to slow
after years of spectacular growth, says Anderson Chow, Head of Industrials and Infrastructure, Asia-Pacific at HSBC. So its largest construction
firms have started to look overseas for new demand.
Almost all of China’s main railway industry players are involved, including construction heavyweights like China Railway Construction Corporation (CRCC) and China Railway Group (CREC), and train manufacturer
China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation (CRRC) and its various subsidiaries.
“Companies like CRCC and CREC are building the railroads,” Chow explains, “while CRRC is selling the rolling stock that carries the freight and
the passengers.”
The major contractors are increasingly ambitious about how they bid for
business. CRCC, for instance, has diversified from its railway roots into
highways, ports, airports and even residential real estate in China.
“They do much more than build ports and railways in single contracts,”
Chow says. “They want to take the lead on integrated projects based around
the new transport infrastructure, having learned from their experience
with high-speed rail networks in China, which are opening up urban districts and transport corridors to wider development.”
In Malaysia, where the Chinese are battling with Japanese firms for the
contracts to build the express line between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore,
the plan looks likely to include townships, industrial parks and commercial zones.
Another trend is that the Chinese are taking a longer-term view and
pushing for deals in which they have an ongoing role as an operator and
equity investor. For example, CRRC has a ‘manufacturing plus service’
model that provides maintenance and operational support, keeping it in
the markets in which it sells its trains.
Chow says that one of the key advantages for the firms in winning business on Belt and Road is the favourable prospects for funding. Project financing is readily available from multilateral backers like the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and policy lenders like the China
Development Bank.
That still raises the question of how much the participants can profit, particularly in markets where the political and commercial risks seem greatest.
Chow says that earnings visibility on some of the contracts is limited
and he acknowledges concerns that some deals may be more policy-driven
than commercially motivated. Back in China, the largest engineering projects generally move quickly from plan into reality as well, which may not
be the case in some of the overseas markets.
Of course, there have been disappointments for some of firms in their
early forays outside China, before the Belt and Road initiative was launched.
But at least the experience means that they have “paid their tuition fees”,
as Chow puts it, leaving them better positioned to profit from newer opportunities.
CRRC has already had success selling lower-speed trains and light rail
systems, including a breakthrough in the North American market this
year where it won a $1.3 billion contract with the Chicago Transit Authority to supply hundreds of subway trains.
“Although that is outside the scope of Belt and Road, it is a huge deal

HSBC’s Anderson Chow says that
China’s railway firms will win more
Belt and Road business
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Moscow: set to be connected to Kazan by a Chinese high-speed train line

and further evidence of how CRRC is growing its international business,”
Chow says.
High-speed rail projects are fraught with challenges, however, with
longer lead times and complex construction, which is why about threequarters of the world’s high-speed rail is concentrated in just three countries – China, Japan and France.
Back in Belt and Road territory, CRCC is close to securing another massive contract for a high-speed line between Moscow and Kazan, with Russian media reporting that the Chinese will provide $6.2 billion in debt financing. CREC is leading the joint venture of Chinese and Indonesian
companies for an express line between the Indonesian cities of Jakarta and
Bandung, which is scheduled to start running in 2019.
Another Chinese-led consortium that was promising a link between
Las Vegas and Los Angeles was dissolved earlier this year, while a planned
connection between Mexico City and the city of Queretaro was cancelled
shortly after it was announced two years ago.
“Focus most on the companies that are winning overseas contracts directly through open bidding and not as a result of government-to-government negotiations, which can be less convincing in purely commercial
terms,” Chow advises.
He also suggests that the benefits from Belt and Road are going to be felt
more broadly, and not just by the Chinese firms. For heavy-duty machinery in construction projects like excavators, major global manufacturers include Caterpillar and Komatsu. “And don’t forget the local guys, who are going to be the real winners in many of these projects,” he says. “China’s
railway firms might provide a few hundred project engineers for a new railroad, but the 30,000 workers who do the manual work will be hired locally
– and that means the local economy will get a boost.”

$6.2 billion
Proposed debt financing for a high-speed
line between Moscow and Kazan
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All at sea

Shining example? Chinese investment has transformed the port at Piraeus in Greece

“

L

earn from the Germans! Work hard, never be lazy and always work seriously.
Hard work, happy life.”
Last year’s message for Greece’s dockworkers from Fu Cheng Qiu, the boss of
Cosco Shipping Port’s container terminal in Piraeus, was uncompromising.
Fu was talking to the German media so he was playing to a more appreciative
crowd. But workers in Piraeus were wise to heed his warning, especially when
Cosco took majority control of the port this summer.
As one of the highest-profile projects for Belt and Road in Europe, the port of
Piraeus deserves attention because it touches on many of the issues surrounding
China’s increasing investment in the West.
Cosco, the state-controlled shipping giant, first put money into Piraeus seven
years ago, buying the rights to operate two piers at its container terminal. Discussions then began for an equity stake in the port and a deal was struck for a €370
million takeover last year.
Cosco’s impact had already been transformational, underpinning a surge in
traffic that crowned Piraeus as the fastest growing container terminal in Europe.
Volumes handled had grown more than four-fold to 3.3 million containers last
year, much of it the trans-shipment of goods from Cosco’s own shipping fleet.
The Chinese brought much-needed investment in deepwater berths and
cranes, and new deals with commercial customers such as Hewlett Packard and
the Chinese telecom giant ZTE. But the spillover benefits for the container operation that stayed under the control of the Piraeus Port Authority, a state-owned
entity, failed to materialise. Cash-strapped and hamstrung by antiquated working rules, the Greek-controlled dock always looked destined for the fuller takeover
that finally came this year. The workers realised it too and launched industrial action, warning against a sale to the Chinese.
Fu’s response was withering, telling union members that they needed to work

Wan Min, Cosco’s president, at the
Athens stock exchange
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The banner reads: ‘We don’t want to be Cosco’s slaves’

harder rather than lie on the beach and drink beer, and the dockworkers could do
little as the privatisation plan passed through the Greek parliament.
Cosco’s chairman Xu Lirong then came to Greece for the signing of the deal,
likening Piraeus to the ‘Argo’, the ship used by Jason and the Argonauts.
“Let the ship sail and bring the Golden Fleece,” he celebrated, adding that
Cosco would invest further in the port and that new jobs would be created.
“This is not a concession, it’s a giveaway of property belonging to the Greek people,” Constantinos Tsourakis, an employee at the port, countered to Reuters at the
time the takeover was confirmed. “Why should China be master of the game at Piraeus and not the Greek state?”

Navigating a new map

Photo: Reuters

Much of the early investment in Belt and Road’s maritime network has focused
on improving connectivity between China’s exporters and their European customers, says Frans-Paul van der Putten, a senior research fellow at the Clingendael
Institute, a think tank and advisor to the Dutch foreign ministry.
Piraeus is a prime example, although van der Putten, who has been tracking
the maritime investment under the plan, says that another focal point is East
Africa, where Chinese firms have been modernising a series of port zones and connected infrastructure along the Indian Ocean.
In Kenya the state-owned China Road and Bridge Corporation is upgrading a railway line from the port of Mombasa to Nairobi, financed by China’s Export-Import
Bank. To the south in Tanzania, China Merchants Port Holdings is a key participant
in a plan for a new trade zone around Bagamoyo, to be linked to landlocked countries like Burundi and Rwanda by another new railway. Further north, China Merchants has bought into the Port de Djibouti on the Red Sea and a consortium led by
China Railway has secured the rights to operate a railway linking Djibouti with
Ethiopia. Chinese construction firms completed the $4 billion line this summer, according to Xinhua.
The newcomers in Africa could capture more of the trans-shipment traffic
heading for other destinations in the region, much of which is currently routed
through Europe. Belt and Road investment may have a redistributive impact inside Europe as well, with ports in Southern Europe grabbing more of China’s export flows as they arrive in the Mediterranean, just like Piraeus.
Cosco has also been investing in Europe’s more northernly hubs, however,
adding a stake in a terminal in Rotterdam to its holdings in Antwerp and nearby
Zeebrugge. These ports could make their own gains from Belt and Road as destinations for goods brought overland by the new railways and then re-exported to
the east coast of the United States. But van der Putten says the opportunities to
connect with land-based corridors are greater for some of the other maritime
hubs in Belt and Road, especially ports in Iran and Pakistan, which could become
ocean gateways for trade routes stretching from Western China through Central
Asia and down to the Arabian Sea.

Frans-Paul van der Putten from the
Clingendael Institute
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Controversy in Colombo
Cosco’s investment approach in the Mediterranean has been multipronged: taking a stake in Port Said in Egypt, co-investing in Kumport in Turkey, and now
emerging as a frontrunner to build and operate another terminal at Algeciras in
Spain.
The sense is that the Chinese are spreading their political risk and making sure
that their shipping lines have a range of delivery destinations. Hence the Kumport
deal came at a time when it wasn’t clear if the Greeks would allow the full takeover
at Piraeus. “The government in Athens hasn’t been entirely predictable in its decisionmaking, so it’s important for the Chinese to show them that they have alternatives,” van der Putten explains.
That lesson holds true in Sri Lanka – another hot spot for Chinese investment
in the Indian Ocean – where the relationship with the local authorities turned
tempestuous this year.
During the former presidency of Mahinda Rajapaksa, Chinese firms led by
China Harbour Engineering pushed ahead with a huge new zone of reclaimed land
near the port district of Colombo. Xi Jinping even turned up for the launch ceremony. Work also began on a series of projects around a deep-sea port and industrial zone in Hambantota – Rajapaksa’s hometown – that were heavily reliant on
Chinese lending.
But the deals went sour when Rajapaksa lost office to Maithripala Sirisena last
year. Alleging corrupt practice and punitive terms for the hosts, Sirisena threatened to cancel the contracts and he pushed Beijing to take a debt-for-equity
swap on the Chinese loans.
His negotiating position was weak. Many of the projects were halfway to
completion and dependent on Chinese contractors, who threatened to sue. The
Sri Lankan state is heavily in debt, owing more than $8 billion to Chinese lenders,
and Sirisena failed to find alternative finance, forcing his government to turn
back to Beijing.
“The stance on China has completely changed,” cabinet spokesman Rajitha
Senaratne told Reuters in February. “Who else is going to bring us money, given
tight conditions in the West?”
Soon afterwards work restarted at Colombo Port City, where Chinese firms are
getting long-term land rights in a zone with special trade and tax policies. In Hambantota the Chinese have requested a further 15,000 acres of land for the industrial zone and there are reports that Sirisena has granted several large-scale development projects to Chinese firms in his own hometown, Polonnaruwa.

$8 billion
China’s loans for Sri Lanka’s
Belt and Road projects

Control, or collaborate?
Sri Lanka’s significance to Belt and Road is supercharged by its location close to
one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes and its strategic position between East
Asia, the Middle East and Africa.
Part of the pushback to Chinese investment on the island has come from New

Photo: Reuters
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Here’s the hub: Chinese Premier Li Keqiang finds Piraeus on the map

Photo: Reuters

Delhi, where there are concerns about Beijing’s so-called “String of Pearls” strategy. The fear is that the Belt and Road investments in countries such as Sri Lanka,
the Maldives and Pakistan are encroaching into India’s sphere of influence.
The same rivalry has been playing out in Bangladesh, where Chinese construction crews have upgraded the port at Chittagong and built new roads, bridges
and railways.
However, the Bangladeshis dumped a Chinese proposal for another deep-sea
port at Sonadia when the Japanese came forward with a better offer for another
location nearby. Japan’s banks had agreed to lend most of the $4.6 billion in project costs at almost zero interest, the South China Morning Post reported at the
time, although there were suggestions that Bangladesh had come under political
pressure from Washington and New Delhi to reject the Chinese offer.
In fact Japan has a long history of concessional lending in Asia and its banks
and construction firms are competing fiercely with the Chinese for heavy-duty
infrastructure deals across the region.
But this shouldn’t be a winner-takes-all battle as far as Belt and Road is concerned. On national interest grounds, China gains from almost all the investment
that lowers the cost to trade, simply because of its status as the world’s top trader.
More importantly, the Belt and Road plan isn’t going to work as effectively unless
other countries get involved. All the talk about it being inclusive isn’t just rhetoric – the Chinese need others to participate, both financially and politically.
“It can’t be built exclusively by Chinese companies or financed solely with Chinese money,” van der Putten agrees. “And the fact that Japanese companies want
to participate in places such as Bangladesh only strengthens the long-term
prospects of the plan.”
All the same, the steady flow of support from China’s state-owned banks and
construction firms will leave the host countries more susceptible to Beijing’s influence. This is the essence of the Belt and Road balancing act, perhaps. If the Chinese are too heavy-handed in advancing their agenda, other countries will need
more persuading to participate. Van der Putten is right that Belt and Road has a
brighter (and less politicised) outlook if more non-Chinese companies and capital get involved.
After all, Belt and Road thrives from the network effect, in which a good or service becomes more valuable when more people use it. The Chinese are going to
benefit from the same phenomenon as more investments are made in roads,
ports and railways, expanding the network into something greater.
In this context the activity in places like Africa, Sri Lanka and the Mediterranean looks like the initial chapter in a more transformative plan. “Take Piraeus, where Cosco is now such an influential player,” van der Putten explains.
“Something that started with the lease of a container terminal has grown into a
more substantial plan. Chinese involvement there looks like the launch pad for
something bigger, creating opportunities for investment in trade and industry
much further into southern and central Europe.” n

0.1%
Interest rate on Japanese loan for
a deepwater port in Bangladesh
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New horizons
China’s port companies push for Belt and Road profits
The Belt and Road plan is starting to have an impact on maritime trade, according to Parash Jain, Head of Transport, Asia-Pacific at HSBC.
The stocks that Jain covers include container terminal operators like Cosco
Shipping Ports (until recently Cosco Pacific) and China Merchants Ports (formerly China Merchants International).
One of the challenges in monitoring how these firms are responding to the
plan is that almost anything that they do is talked about in terms of the policy. Some of these investments would have happened anyway, Jain believes,
and a number of the headline deals were first announced before Belt and Road
became such a hot topic.
China Merchant’s interest in Djibouti in fact pre-dates the formal launch of
the Belt and Road policy agenda and the situation is similar in Sri Lanka,
where it has opened a $500 million terminal in Colombo and is part of a consortium backing another new port at Hambantota.
However, Jain recognises that Xi Jinping’s championing of Belt and Road has
encouraged port operators like China Merchants to broaden their horizons. He
acknowledges too that the plan is sometimes portrayed as more of a geostrategic blueprint than a commercially driven effort. Some of that debate has
drawn on the rivalry with India, where none of China’s port firms have an active presence, although they have been investing in the wider region, including Sri Lanka and Gwadar in Pakistan.
Belt and Road’s backers argue that this is much-needed activity in a part of
the world that is severely short of maritime infrastructure.
The critics counter that the Chinese are pursuing political objectives in the
Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea, and not just profits.
Jain says simply that investments of this type can serve a variety of goals,
even if opinions differ on the commercial attractiveness of some of the new
port projects.
“Putting money into infrastructure projects makes sense, even if the percentage returns are low single digit,” he says. “But what makes sense to state
shareholders may not be quite as convincing for minority investors. The
state-backed capital can take a view over 50 years, but the other investors have

Parash Jain, HSBC’s Head of
Transport in Asia Pacific

China Merchants Ports is a major investor in the Port of Colombo
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more of a focus on the next quarter. These minorities might prefer to get a dividend than see another new investment that could yield 2% or 3% over the
longer term.”
At least the new ventures offer their operators the chance to diversify their
portfolios and become a little less reliant on their ports in China. But while the
additions might help with incremental growth, they aren’t going to move the
dial dramatically in revenue terms. “The world isn’t going to build any more
Shanghai’s or Shenzhen’s,” Jain admits. “The new ports are much smaller in
scope. Some of them are handling maybe a million containers a year, compared to 36.5 million in Shanghai.”
Piraeus is one of the leading examples of Cosco’s contribution to the Belt
and Road programme and business at the port – which is close to Athens, the
Greek capital – has surged since the Chinese arrived.
Jain agrees that Piraeus couldn’t have been as successful without Cosco,
which has used its parent company’s shipping lines to build up the port’s
trans-shipment flows.
“They turned the business around at the container terminal first,” he says.
“But the fuller takeover is taking them into new areas like cruise terminals and
bulk cargo handling, so they are now running a port, not just a container terminal. That’s probably why Cosco’s parent firm did the deal for Piraeus and it
hasn’t injected the assets into the listed company.”
More spending is anticipated, not just on the port, but on roads, railway
lines and logistics services that boost its connections to the hinterland. “From
Beijing’s perspective this is an investment in the whole package,” Jain reports.
A pick-up in traffic for ports like Piraeus could result in a decline in business for major northern European hubs such as Rotterdam and Hamburg. But
Jain thinks that outcome is more likely to happen at ports in the Middle East,
especially those more reliant on trans-shipment business to Africa and parts
of the Mediterranean.
“Infrastructural investment in Africa could be important as the bigger
ships may start to go there directly and skip some of their trans-shipment
costs,” he suggests. “With oil prices down, the single largest cost for the shipping lines is terminal handling charges. You will always have to pay these at
origin and destination, but trans-shipment fees can be cut if the ships sail direct.”
The same trend is getting support from the alliances forged between the
leading shipping firms, which allow for single vessels to be filled with cargo
from six or seven contributing companies, helping the routes to become
commercially viable.
Nonetheless, the land-based elements of Beijing’s strategy seem to get
more media attention than the maritime components of the plan. One possibility is that Chinese officials are more excited about how the Belt’s railways,
pipelines and power stations could absorb more of the country’s excess steel
and cement. That’s less the case for their maritime equivalents, unless China’s
state-owned firms take on a heavy load of investment in brand new ports and
their supporting infrastructure.
In fact, the Road’s contribution looks like being a lot more influential in
trade terms, simply because the freight volumes moved by sea are so much
greater. The trains will be offering a tiny fraction of sea-going capacity and Jain
says the railways won’t be able to beat the ocean routes on cost. Further, the
shipping supply chain is more sophisticated, having been established over
decades of investment. “It’s more than just the development of the ports,” he
claims. “There are the locations of all the factories, the road and rail connectivity, and the ecosystems of freight forwarders, logistics companies and insurance providers. The amount of investment in the new railways would
have to be mindboggling to match it.”
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36.5 million
The number of containers handled in
Shanghai’s port in 2015, ahead of Singapore
(30.9m) and Shenzhen (24.2m)

Yangshan Deep Water Port, part of
the Shanghai Free Trade Zone
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Corridors of power

Ready for duty: China’s oil and gas firms have plans to reshape the energy map

W

Photo: Reuters

hen Xi Jinping made his first trip to Pakistan last year, his hosts celebrated
their friendship as being higher than mountains, deeper than oceans,
sweeter than honey, and stronger than steel.
Wang Yi, China’s Foreign Minister, couldn’t resist a rhetorical flourish of his
own in outlining Pakistan’s importance for the Belt and Road policy.
“If One Belt, One Road is like a symphony involving and benefiting every
country, then the construction of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is the
sweet melody of the symphony’s first movement,” he proclaimed.
Pakistan has been one of the pioneers for the plan since signing for $46 billion
of energy and transport projects in a corridor linking Kashgar in western China
with Gwadar in Pakistan’s western province of Balochistan.
The first phase of investment focuses on the deepwater port at Gwadar (close
to the Strait of Hormuz, a key shipping lane for oil). Dam construction has kicked
off with the Karot hydropower plant, where China’s Three Gorges Corporation
started work in January, and roads, railways and pipelines are being planned
northwards towards the Chinese border.
The headline commitments are about three times the total overseas investment that Pakistan had received in almost a decade, with three-quarters of the
funding coming directly from the Chinese firms and most of the remainder in soft
loans to Pakistan’s government. Belt and Road looks like an unprecedented opportunity – the power projects will double Pakistan’s energy capacity and the new
roads and ports will boost its economy.

$46 billion
The investment currently committed for the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
Kashgar

TAJIKISTAN
CHINA
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INDIA

Islamabad
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PAKISTAN

Spending on projects
Sector

Est. Cost ($ Billions)

Energy
Road
Rail
Mass transit in Lahore
Gwadar Port
China-Pakistan fibre optics
Total

IRAN

33.79
5.90
3.69
1.60
0.66
0.04
45.69

Proposed road network

Hyderabad
Energy projects

Gwadar
Karachi

Coal mining / power plant
Hydro

ARABIAN SEA

Solar
Wind

Corridor or cul-de-sac?

Source: Government of Pakistan; USAID

The political realities in Pakistan highlight some of the challenges for Belt and
Road in less predictable parts of the world.
For a start, there is tension with India at the northern end of the corridor, because the route passes through territory that New Delhi claims as its own.
Indian diplomats have told Chinese counterparts that they “resolutely oppose” the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor because it runs through the disputed
area and Pakistan’s army chief has openly accused India of trying to sabotage the
plan.
There’s also unrest in the corridor’s southern tip in Balochistan, where separatists and Islamic militants have been confronting the Pakistani state for years.
In August another bomb blast in Quetta, the Baloch capital, killed 95 people.
Pakistan has put together a special force in response to Chinese concerns
about security, with a report to parliament in September suggesting that the protection squad is providing two troops for every Chinese worker.
Tracking the progress of all the investment in the corridor – where the money
is going, and when construction is going to be completed – is another challenge.
Even the governor of Pakistan’s central bank has been confused about the financing for the plan, complaining that he didn’t know “how much is debt, how
much is equity and how much is in kind”, and the uncertainty makes it harder to
forecast the long-term economic benefits for the host country.
Additionally, there have been arguments about how the corridor should be
routed inside Pakistan, with rival claims from different parts of the country.
Critics from poorer regions say the government of Nawaz Sharif is steering too
much of the investment towards his home province of Punjab. On the other

Xi Jinping was given a warm welcome
on his trip to Pakistan last year
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Sent to Siberia: China and Russia have been cooperating on more energy deals

hand, some Baloch leaders have campaigned against the corridor, because they
fear an influx of workers from other parts of the country.
The homegrown tensions have led to reports that the Chinese are getting
frustrated at the progress of construction in the corridor and the media drew attention to a case this summer in which a Chinese firm had waited for months for
news on its bid to build a $2 billion gas terminal in Gwadar.
Seemingly, officials were sitting on the application because they didn’t have the
funds to meet Pakistan’s small share of the financing.
The story was denied but the rumours have been robust enough for China’s
ambassador to put out a statement that it is “satisfied with the smooth implementation on the corridor”.
They have even prompted claims that the Chinese have asked for a greater role
for Pakistan’s army in delivering the projects, in hope that the military will move
things forward more quickly. Sharif and his allies won’t want to give up control,
however, because they are basing much of their re-election campaign around the
investment, including a commitment to put a stop to Pakistan’s power blackouts.

20 million

Maximum throughput, in tonnes, annually
for the Kazakhstan-China oil pipeline. The
conduit is yet to reach full capacity

The power broker

Photo: Reuters

China’s energy investment in Pakistan is at an early phase. Pipeline politics are
more advanced in landlocked Central Asia, which is already delivering oil and gas
directly to the Chinese market. Turkmenistan is the main gas exporter through
the Central Asia-China Gas Pipeline, which supports a fifth of China’s natural gas
consumption. Uzbekistan also supplies gas through the network, cementing its
energy ties with a $15 billion energy deal with China in 2013. And hundreds of Chinese companies are active in Kazakhstan, controlling about a fifth of oil production, with stakes in a series of fields, including the gigantic Kashagan project in
the Caspian Sea. The Chinese have built one of the world’s longest oil pipelines
running from the Caspian to Xinjiang too.
“Our philosophy is simple: we should get on board that train… we want to benefit from the growth of China and we don’t see any risks to us in that growth,” explained Erlan Idrissov, the Kazakh foreign minister.
When the first pipeline from the oil fields to Xinjiang was announced more
than a decade ago there was scepticism that it would pay its way. Today, the 20
million tonne conduit is still six million tonnes short of its annual capacity, although it should start to transport oil from the giant Kashagan field when it begins production in November.
China had originally turned its attention to Kazakhstan after the Russians reneged on a commitment for a larger oil contract and the situation was similar for
the first gas pipeline, when talks to deliver Siberian gas were delayed for years by
squabbling in Moscow.
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The Chinese simply ran out of patience: China National Petroleum Corporation
(CNPC) bought a concession in Turkmenistan and announced plans to ship the gas
home through Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. The project was completed in 18
months, the fastest ever for a pipeline of its size.
These initial gas and oil pipelines preceded the formal launch of Belt and
Road, although Chinese energy firms have upped their investments in Central
Asia’s energy resources since Xi Jinping’s landmark tour in 2013, when tens of billions of dollars of new deals were signed.
Analysts say that Chinese readiness to pre-invest in projects like these is crucrucial, because the economics are often marginal, deterring interest from other
parties. Complicated cross-border deals also need a driving force to bring together the parties and hammer out the compromises required for the plan to
progress from theory into action. CNPC has often taken on the leadership role,
buying stakes in upstream oil and gas projects, and coordinating the investment
in the pipelines that deliver the supply.
Of course, CNPC also brings a market for gas, through its listed arm
PetroChina, which owns the majority of the domestic transmission network in
China. Advocates for natural gas say that a shift away from dirty coal is going to
have a dramatic impact on demand and Zhao Zhongxun, deputy director of
CNPC’s planning department, told the media this year that it expects sales of
more than 750 billion cubic metres of the fuel between now and 2020, a 40% increase on the past five years.

80%
The Pentagon’s estimate of the share of
China’s seaborne oil imports that pass
through the Strait of Malacca

Network effect
Commercial critics of the pipeline projects say that geopolitics are playing more
of a role than economics and that the Chinese aren’t as focused on the rates of return on the projects themselves. And clearly, the investment in energy has wider
strategic importance. Beijing’s planners want a supply chain with more producers, as well as a variety of transport options that reduce their vulnerability to the
worst choke points on the trading map.
For instance, another country that is newly connected to China’s energy grid
is Myanmar, following the completion of two pipelines (one for oil, one for gas)
between terminals on the Indian Ocean coast and Yunnan province. The Burmese
get transit fees and a share of the gas for domestic consumption. For the Chinese,
it’s a chance to bring a portion of their energy on a shorter overland route, rather
than the fuller journey by sea.
Last year the Pentagon estimated that China had imported about half of its oil
from the Middle East in 2013, with 43% of the supply passing through the Strait
of Hormuz. Transport through the Strait of Malacca was even more concentrated,

Photo: Reuters

Pressure point: tankers passing through the Strait of Malacca
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Oil and gas pipelines will shift some of China’s energy supply from seaborne routes

Photo: Reuters

with more than 80% of imports of seaborne oil and 30% of seaborne gas navigating the narrow channel between Indonesia and Malaysia.
In this context, the bigger picture may take precedence over the profitability
of some of the individual deals in Belt and Road, and China’s state-owned enterprises will bear some of the financial pain of supporting the wider strategy. On
the other hand, the state firms have tremendous leverage of their own when they
negotiate terms with their international partners, bringing much-needed finance
to get the projects started, and the promise of final demand in China.
Recent dealings with the Russians on another new pipeline tell a similar story.
Moscow has tried to counter Beijing’s push into Central Asia by promoting trade
integration with its former allies. But the plan has struggled for traction because
the Russians lack China’s financial firepower and Gazprom turned back to CNPC
as a partner for another massive contract for gas from the Russian Far East. The
Power of Siberia production-and-pipeline deal – originally said to be worth as
much as $400 billion over a multi-year contract – is supposed to be operational
by 2019, although Gazprom is said to be trimming back spending and slowing
down construction. In part that’s because the long-term earnings look like being
less than Moscow hoped, especially if energy prices continue to trade below their
peaks. Demand for gas has lost a little steam in the Chinese market in the last two
years as well, because of the slowing of the wider economy.
But another factor in the slowdown is that China now has choices of gas
provider, including the pipelines from Central Asia. The price projections for the
Siberian gas put it substantially above the contract costs for gas from Turkmenistan, Reuters has reported, which is putting pressure on the financial forecasts. That looks likely to delay the Power of Siberia’s launch, especially while
growth in demand for gas is more muted in China. But in an indirect sense, the
lower prices are a function of more diverse supply as well, which is an important
part of Belt and Road’s long-term rationale. n

38 billion
The volume in cubic metres of
Russian gas exports envisaged from
the Power of Siberia pipeline
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How is Belt and Road being funded?

Headquartered in Beijing: the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank

“

I

f you want to get rich, you have to build roads first,” Xi Jinping told the delegates at the signing ceremony to formally establish the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), citing a Chinese proverb.
But to build roads, you have to finance them, and a key question surrounding the Belt and Road plan is how it is going to fund its ambitious mission.

The new banks

Photo: Reuters

The AIIB is the most dramatic example of how the Chinese plan to underwrite the
economic development along the new Silk Road, although it has the remit to lend
outside Belt and Road countries as well.
The bank’s creators say it has been designed to finance badly needed transportation, telecommunications and energy projects, and it joins the Silk Road
Fund, backed by $40 billion of Chinese capital, some of it provided by China Investment Corporation, the country’s sovereign wealth fund.
The Fund’s initial project – investment capital for the first hydropower project
in the new economic corridor between Xinjiang and the Pakistani coast – began
construction earlier this year.
Another lender with a focus on infrastructure is the New Development Bank
(NDB), where China has allied with Brazil, Russia, India and South Africa as founding investors. This ‘BRICS Bank’ has raised initial capital of $50 billion, which is set
to increase to $100 billion. It has made investments worth $800 million in the
past year and it issued its first yuan-denominated bonds in Shanghai in July. The
proceeds will be used to fund clean energy projects.
However, the 57-member AIIB is making most of the headlines because of its
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No need to worry about debt sustainability, says Jin Liqun, the AIIB’s boss

billing as the Chinese counterpoint to multilateral lenders like the World Bank, led
by the Americans, and the Asian Development Bank, which is headed by Japan.
The AIIB is based in Beijing and chaired by Jin Liqun, a former finance minister. China put in $30 billion of the initial capital and it holds 26% of the bank’s voting authority. That gives it a strong voice. In most cases, a simple majority of votes
is required to reach a decision. But there are instances that require a “supermajority” of 75%, allowing Beijing some form of veto power.
In contrast, the New Development Bank’s initial capital is “equally shared”
among the five founders and each participant has one vote, so none of the countries will have veto power.
China’s backing for the AIIB has stirred suspicions in Washington that the bank
will try to erode American leadership in global financial affairs and chip away at
the dominance of the dollar by pushing for a greater share of lending denominated in the renminbi.
The Americans urged their allies to steer clear of the new bank and it was a
diplomatic disaster for them when European states including the United Kingdom, France and Germany joined up with the China-led initiative last year.
Now the AIIB has a waiting list for membership with its president Jin Liqun extending “a warm welcome” to representatives from 24 potential joiners at the first
annual meeting in June. Canada was the latest Western nation to break ranks with
the Americans, announcing in August that it too would be joining the new multilateral lender.
What’s the attraction? For a start the AIIB will focus its loans on projects in its
member territories, so there is a financial incentive for countries to join. Jin has
promised to make the AIIB “lean, clean and green” and the bank says that it plans
to build up its loan portfolio gradually, investing about $1 billion this year.
Nonetheless, borrowers seem motivated by the expectation that it will be nimbler
than the other multilateral lenders in disbursing funds. It certainly acted swiftly
in approving its first four loans, and the first $500 million went to four projects
in Belt and Road countries – an electricity grid in Bangladesh, a slum redevelopment initiative in Indonesia, and highways in Pakistan and Tajikistan.
Perhaps tellingly, all but one of the loans was co-financed with other development institutions, including the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. And that sends a message that the bank is starting out with a collaborative approach – even if it is Chinese-led.

$500 million
Total amount of the first four loans
announced by the AIIB in June 2016

Policy pioneers
Photo: Reuters

Despite all of the attention for the AIIB, it is the Chinese policy banks that are doing the heavy lifting for Belt and Road lending.
The two main institutions of this type – the Export-Import Bank of China
(ExIm) and China Development Bank (CDB) – are the largest sources of finance for
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Opening their accounts
“There will be times when we take a different approach [to the United
States],” a spokesman for the former British Prime Minister David
Cameron told reporters last March, after the UK government had announced that it wanted to become a founding member of the AIIB.
The news wasn’t to the liking of officials in Washington, however,
who had been encouraging its allies to steer clear of the new lender,
and an unnamed American source took the unusual step of chastising
the British for breaking ranks.
“We are wary about a trend toward constant accommodation of
China, which is not the best way to engage a rising power,” he warned

Centre stage: Xi Jinping greets guests at the AIIB’s
launch ceremony

the Financial Times. Shortly afterwards France, Germany and Italy all
confirmed that they would join the new bank as well. The news
prompted a bit of gloating from Chinese news agency Xinhua. “This
brave yet rational move has laid bare the attractiveness and influence of
the AIIB, given the difficulty for those leading EU members to reach a
consensus over issues related to China inside their union, where they
often kick the can down the road,” it noted. “Washington, what are you
waiting for?” it added mischievously.
White House officials had spent months lobbying against the bank,
including predictions that its lending standards were likely to be unsound. Later Barack Obama denied that the Americans had plotted
against the AIIB, saying that it was “simply not true” that they opposed
the bank, and adding that “we’re all for it” if best practices were
adopted.
Might the US want to be considered for membership itself? That
would allow it a seat inside the bank where it could push for its own interests, including lobbying for American companies to win the bidding
opportunities that arise from the bank’s financing. Joining now would be
hard to accomplish without losing face, however, and the Americans may
choose to watch the AIIB from a distance and see whether it works out.
Whether the Chinese would be keen to receive an application is debatable too: after all, the bank was born partly because the US Congress
has refused to approve a larger say for Beijing in the international agencies that Washington traditionally dominates.
So for the time being, neither party looks likely to push for American
involvement.

Silk Road loans. ExIm Bank lent more than $80 billion in total last year, almost
three times as much as the Asian Development Bank. More than a thousand of its
loans were in 49 countries considered targets of the Belt and Road Initiative,
Xinhua says. CDB hasn’t released a comparable figure but it reported last year that
it was tracking more than 900 cross-border projects. Most of them were infrastructure-related, with total investment value estimated at $890 billion.
The policy banks have headed confidently into places where commercial
lenders fear to tread. Liu Liange, chairman of ExIm Bank, made the point in June
at the opening of a tunnel in Uzbekistan, dug by the China Railway Tunnel
Group. “The world’s major commercial banks will seldom give loans to these
countries, because they can hardly pass the rigid risk assessment,” he explained.
“China’s Import and Export Bank is more flexible, because it’s a state-owned, policy-oriented bank, which does not aim for short-term returns. China will be rewarded much more in the long term, if the logistics corridor can be built up.”
The contribution from the policy banks was highlighted further by Kelvin
Wong, an executive director at Cosco Shipping Ports, during a ratings agency
conference in Hong Kong in September. He said that Cosco looks for local
sources of funding for its overseas deals because it helps to have local supporters
for its projects, and sometimes the debt is cheaper. But getting finance can be
tricky. His example was Cosco’s deal for Kumport container terminal in Turkey,
where it drew a blank because local lenders knew little about the company. So
Cosco went back to China’s policy banks for the loan, and Wong expects this to
continue until China’s companies – and the Belt and Road plan in general – are
better understood overseas.
Photo: Reuters

Private capital
Although the new banks and the policy lenders have significant firepower, statebacked funding isn’t enough to support all the investment envisaged under the
Belt and Road banner.
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Hong Kong hopes to profit from Silk Road finance

That means that asset managers, insurance funds and private equity outfits
will have to help with financing the plan on a longer-term basis.
The challenge is that many institutional investors will need convincing that
there are sufficient ‘bankable’ projects in the Belt and Road portfolio. Risk management is a particular concern. The Financial Times has already reported a cautionary tale in which Chinese officials were said to have admitted privately that
they expect to lose 80% of their investment in Pakistan, 50% in Myanmar and 30%
in the countries of central Asia. These kind of dangers might leave private investors more cautious about betting on Belt and Road – at least until they have
seen how successfully the state capital has been deployed.
“I’m not worried about the sovereign risks – as long as the project is good for
that [recipient] country,” the AIIB’s boss Jin assured the Boao Forum for Asia Financial Cooperation this summer. He then urged investors to focus on the standalone prospects for the projects concerned, plus whether the investment would
deliver wider benefits to the local markets. “In some other cases, probably a
road... in and of itself [it] doesn’t add a lot to the country. However, if it is part of
a network... that can create a major role in promoting the [business] environment
of that country. Some projects can quickly generate revenues if they are connected... You don’t have to worry about debt sustainability,” he advised.
But another of the delegates at the ratings agency conference in Hong Kong
pointed out that 16 out of 65 countries on the Belt and Road are yet to be rated on
a sovereign basis. Plus there’s wide divergence in the creditworthiness of the
countries that do have ratings – from AAA down to B- (“one step from default” as
the contributor put it). Investors are going to be cautious, he suggested. They will
be looking for partnerships with local development banks and state guarantees
in some of the recipient countries.
Elsewhere, financial centres like Hong Kong are already positioning themselves as fundraising hubs for Belt and Road projects. Public-private partnerships for investment in hospitals, railways, roads and bridges are likely to feature.
‘Green bond’ lending for renewable energy, waste and water management, and
sustainable transport will also be important. This is an area where the Chinese already lead the world – more than $17 billion of the green bonds, which require proceeds to be used for environmentally friendly purposes, have been issued so far
this year. And another major theme for Belt and Road borrowing is the spread of
the Chinese currency, as the world’s financial centres start to package more of
their products in offshore yuan. n

80%
The potential losses on loans in Pakistan,
according to Chinese officials
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Peter Wong: sees major opportunities for Hong Kong from Belt and Road

T

he rollout of Belt and Road projects is already presenting opportunities for
companies that develop physical infrastructure such as highways, ports and
pipelines. The secondary aspiration of the plan is to stimulate economic activity
in countries that are home to nearly two thirds of the world’s population. That
means it is going to be a boon for cross-border trade and finance, and for the institutions that support it.
For an insight on how HSBC is planning to capitalise on Belt and Road, and for
his views on how Hong Kong can capture more of the business that it brings, WiC
talked to Peter Wong, Deputy Chairman and Chief Executive of The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, who is based in Hong Kong.

Bigger picture, how is HSBC responding to Belt and Road?
When Xi Jinping launched the initiative in 2013 we looked at the outlines of the
plan on the map. It is very ambitious: the overland route stretches from Xi’an all
the way to Rotterdam, and the maritime route from Fuzhou to Venice. It encompasses more than 60 countries, with trade worth $2.5 trillion.
Initially, we’ve chosen to focus on countries in the Asia-Pacific region where the
project proposals look more concrete. In places like Thailand, Singapore and
Malaysia, the plans are more advanced and they look more likely to deliver commercial opportunities for the bank, such as the planned railway from Kunming
in China, through Laos, Thailand and Malaysia, down to Singapore.
The Middle East could be another early focal point, simply because China is
buying a lot of oil from the region. Much of that supply is going through the Strait
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Flying the flag: the Thai-Chinese Industrial Zone in Rayong, east of Bangkok

of Malacca and the Chinese want to develop alternative trade routes through new
ports, pipelines and railways.
But Southeast Asia remains home to many of the most interesting projects, including new zones being developed around the ports of Malacca and Kuantan in
Malaysia. These projects are going to be important. As they pick up momentum,
Belt and Road will start to bear fruit. Once other countries see the progress, more
of them will want to participate.

Is HSBC part of any of the blockbuster deals in ports and railways?
It’s less likely that HSBC will be providing the lending for some of the headline
infrastructure projects.
We are concentrating on capturing the opportunities that the new roads and
railways are going to create. For instance, Belt and Road is prompting a series of
investments in Thailand, like the new rail route between Bangkok and Rayong. The
railway might not yield the highest return as a standalone project. But our focus
is more on what is going to be built nearby – the line is passing through a region
that generates 60-70% of Thailand’s GDP and the development around it should
be significant. Some of the companies in the new commercial and industrial
zones will be Chinese but many will be from Thailand and other parts of Asia. That
kind of scenario will be replicated along much of the new railway network linking Kunming with Singapore.

Are these companies already HSBC clients?
Many of the larger firms are already our customers. That’s one of the benefits of
our franchise: we have been in these markets for many years and we know the local landscape. But we are also targeting newer customers in the supply chain as
trade and investment start to develop.
In fact for years HSBC has been focusing on bilateral flows in corridors like
China-Australia and India-Singapore, simply because it plays to our strengths in
cross-border business and international connectivity.
This started long before Belt and Road became an official policy, although
clearly the plan is going to create new corridors and stimulate commercial activity in the existing ones. It’s good news for us. Perhaps a client needs steel and
cement for a project. That means trade and, as a bank, we are well positioned to
support it.

What are main services on offer to Belt and Road clients?
Photo: Reuters

Our trade corridor strategy starts with a mapping exercise. We identify the sectors and projects in the main corridors; we map the companies that are likely to
be involved in them; and then we focus on the types of products that each customer might need.
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Southern terminus: Belt and Road railways will connect Singapore with Kunming in Yunnan

This is the model we are deploying for countries in Southeast Asia and we will
introduce it to highlight similar opportunities in other Belt and Road markets.
It means identifying the Chinese companies set to work on the main initiatives,
but we are also looking at the local firms that they are partnering with. Because
we already have so many customer relationships, we can talk to the companies
that are involved and know their plans well.
The important point is that we want to establish relationships with customers
that go beyond credit and loans. Rather than offering a single service to clients,
we can offer a full range of them.
When a company wants debt financing, it probably wants foreign exchange as
well. Maybe it needs bridge loans or project finance, and as we become more familiar with the customer, we can help with trade settlement and cash management too.

How about Hong Kong? Is it grasping the Belt and Road opportunity?

Photo: Reuters

Hongkongers have a better understanding of Belt and Road than they did a year
or two ago. But there is still a lot of work to be done before people fully understand
how important it is for the city.
The financial sector is starting to understand it better because businesses that
need capital for Belt and Road projects want to raise it here. Particularly for Chinese firms, at this point in time Hong Kong is the only international financial centre where that can happen.
Some of Hong Kong’s other sectors have been slower to grasp the plan’s significance. Maybe that’s because the city isn’t a direct recipient in the same way as
the countries receiving the direct investment in roads and railways. But Hong
Kong is an important facilitator for Belt and Road, especially financially, and it can
definitely benefit from it.
So at the moment we are at a stage where interest is growing, but the real momentum isn’t there yet. My view is that we can do a lot more. Take the railway
in Thailand, or the railway that is being built between Jakarta and Bandung in Indonesia. Hong Kong firms need to go to these markets, find joint-venture partners and invest.
Look back at how the Guangdong economy developed in the 1980s. Com39
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Indonesian President Joko Widodo at the ground breaking ceremony for the Jakarta-Bandung express line

panies from Hong Kong set up businesses there. They raised funds in Hong
Kong and invested them across the border in China. Something similar can happen in the Belt and Road markets, with Hong Kong firms bringing their capital and their expertise.

For fundraising for Belt and Road, where might Hong Kong focus?

Photo: Reuters

We are starting to see different areas where the demand could be significant. The
market for green bonds is a huge opportunity in its own right, for instance, and
they will feature much more in financing projects in areas such as transport and
sustainable energy.
The situation is similar for Islamic finance. HSBC already has a major operation issuing Islamic bonds in Malaysia, but there’s room for improvement in Islamic finance across Hong Kong’s financial sector in general. Again, this is an education process and it takes time.
Dim sum bonds are a third area of focus, especially as the renminbi becomes
more of a global currency. As China’s economy grows, it is going to consume more
of the world’s commodities. And as a major customer for these commodities, the
Chinese will want to use their own currency to pay for them.
In fact there are parallels between the prospects for Belt and Road and the internationalisation of the renminbi, a process in which Hong Kong has also enjoyed
first-mover advantage.
I was part of the team that went to Beijing in 2002 to discuss the opportunities for an offshore renminbi. Two years later we got the first yuan-denominated
products in Hong Kong. Next dim sum bonds were issued and China allowed trade
settlement in yuan. Importantly, Hong Kong’s yuan deposits surged from Rmb50
billion to Rmb1 trillion in three years, providing a platform for investment with
the yuan, and now Hong Kong has the Stock Connect schemes with Shanghai and
– soon – Shenzhen.
So renminbi internationalisation has moved steadily ahead in Hong Kong. Now
it’s a case of capitalising on the Belt and Road policy, which should bring benefits
to the city as well. n
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Signposts for the Silk Road

Another deal done: Xi Jinping shakes hands with Bangladesh's President Abdul Hamid

China’s focus on Belt and Road seems as determined today as it was three years

Photo: Reuters

ago, when the policy was launched formally in Kazakhstan.
In October 2016, Xi Jinping turned up in Bangladesh for the first visit by a Chinese head of state for 30 years. His trip followed a similar routine to that seen in
previous rounds of Belt and Road diplomacy, with the announcement of billions
of dollars of loans pledged for new infrastructure including power stations, a port
expansion, roads and railways.
There was no doubt that the funding was being offered as part of Beijing’s
grand policy gambit. Xi made the point specifically, describing Bangladesh as “an
indispensable partner for China to advance the Belt and Road initiative”.
Backers of Belt and Road view these kinds of commitments as a vivid demonstration of how China is rethinking its relationship with the rest of the world and
a positive sign that it will use its commercial clout to foster global growth.
In this reading, the policy is a masterstroke, pulling a host of countries more
tightly into China’s economic orbit and underpinning its push for hard and soft
power around the world. Rooted in finding new markets for Chinese goods, the
plan is also showcasing the capabilities of the country’s leading construction
firms, which are taking their expertise in transport and energy on a global roadshow.
All of this will be funded by a new ecosystem of investment and lending, anchored around Chinese capital, and configured in China’s currency.
Others see the policy rather differently, however. For them, Belt and Road is
more about desperation than design, and it signals that the Chinese growth
model – deployed for more than a generation – has reached its natural limits.

$24 billion
Chinese loan commitments made during Xi
Jinping’s visit to Dhaka in October,
according to Bangladesh’s finance ministry
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Astana, capital of Kazakhstan, a key Belt and Road beneficiary

Knowing this, China’s leaders have ordered their state-owned firms into new
markets and see it as a way of redirecting surpluses in industrial sectors crippled
by overcapacity, like steel and cement.
For the naysayers these efforts are doomed to disaster, just as the Japanese
failed with a slimmed down version of Belt and Road when they were suffering
from similar challenges in the 1990s. China has too much surplus steel and cement for Belt and Road to make much difference, and too few of its companies
have track records in the precarious markets along the route, where conditions
will be very different to their domestic experience.

Risks and returns
Which of these diverging fates is more likely for the Belt and Road plan? It should
be no great surprise that there will be winners and losers in an undertaking of
such magnitude. Some projects will come to fruition, and others will fail. Some
investors will profit fantastically; others will lose their shirts. For many parts of
the world, Belt and Road looks like a once-in-a-generation opportunity. But there
are valid reasons why huge investment in places like Pakistan is unprecedented,
with warnings that Chinese firms are venturing where others fear to tread and will
get burned.
Even Mother Nature has been conspiring against Belt and Road, it seems, with
water shortages and soil erosion in Pakistan blamed for slowing construction and
stirring tensions with local communities.
Nor has the reception always been rapturous in parts of the world where Belt
and Road investment is already buoying the local economy. Speculation about
changes to land laws has prompted protests in Kazakhstan on fears that the Chinese will swallow up local farmland, and there wasn’t much gratitude in Greece
either, where dockworkers campaigned fiercely against Cosco’s investment in the
port of Piraeus.
Even if the plan does proceed effectively, rival powers in some of the Belt and
Road’s key arenas are treating it with suspicion, seeing it as more of a geopolitical land grab. Other beneficiaries in places like Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand
and Indonesia have been bargaining hard for better terms from the Chinese and
batting their eyes at alternative offers, especially from Japan.
However, political tensions or poor performance for some of the power plants,
railways and ports shouldn’t preclude the possibility of net gains for the Chinese
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economy (and those of other countries) as the Belt and Road bandwagon rolls on.
And while the returns on these investments will be subject to closer scrutiny as
they move into operation, there has already been progress on some of the policy priorities in the shorter term. To name a few: the early achievements in putting together the AIIB, surprising some of the opponents of the bank; the tapping
of Turkmenistan’s natural gas in meeting some of China’s goals for sourcing
cleaner fuel and diversifying its energy supply; and the construction of railways,
ports and pipelines in Southeast Asia, Sri Lanka and Africa to improve transport
links, despite initial uncertainty around some of the headline deals.

A plan for all
Perhaps the key point: if Belt and Road is going to prosper, the benefits have to
be felt by more than the Chinese.
In the same way that the plan means different things to its participants from
China, its importance is going to vary in the countries that it touches. While investment has been welcomed in parts of Europe, particularly in transport and logistics, the larger countries there see the policy as a part of their wider relationship with China, rather than its driving force. But for other countries – particularly
smaller, lesser-developed ones – Belt and Road is more of a defining feature for
their bilateral ties with the Chinese, and a crucial trigger for trade and investment.
For Central Asian states like Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, their role is mostly
as a provider of a rising share of China’s energy. Kazakhstan is also serving as a
transit corridor for the pipelines that transport the region’s gas and oil eastwards, and it is providing a transportation corridor for the rail routes linking the
manufacturing cities of western and central China with European markets.
Sri Lanka wants to take on similar strategic significance for shipping crisscrossing the Indian Ocean and another hotspot is tiny Djibouti at the southern
entrance to the Red Sea, which looks set for a more influential role on the route
to the Suez Canal.
Both these countries hope that Belt and Road investment will be transformational, embedding them on the trading map. The spending on Djibouti’s port has
been coupled to construction of a new Chinese railway into the interior, improving access to the landlocked Ethiopian market. Sri Lanka is in hock for billions
of dollars to China, but has new trade zones and industrial parks.
Pakistan – the flag bearer for Belt and Road’s corridor-style investment – is
counting on Chinese capital for a fundamental overhaul of its power grid. The Chinese also want the corridor to serve as a conduit for trade between South Asia and

Uzbekistan: home to Central Asia’s longest railway tunnel, built by the Chinese
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their western provinces, with Gwadar establishing itself as an entrepôt for more
of China’s oil supply.
It will be years before all of these projects reach maturity. In the meantime, the
challenge is how to track what is going on and whether the investment is going
to be worthwhile. So what should we look for as leading indicators?
For Belt and Road financing, the performance of the first phase of loans from
the AIIB and some of the early investments from the Silk Road Fund are going to
be crucial in generating confidence among a wider range of investors.
In order to make it quicker and cheaper for Chinese products to reach European
consumers, Belt and Road policymakers will be pushing for more deals like
Cosco’s takeover of the port of Piraeus, where it is establishing a bridgehead for
exports into southern Europe.
Chinese investment in railway lines will also pick up pace, with work on a new
high-speed link between Hungary and Serbia already underway and construction
on the Jakarta-Bandung high-speed railway between Jakarta and Bandung in Indonesia ongoing.
Work on the pan-Asia railway network envisaged for Laos, Thailand, Malaysia
and Singapore has been mired in national-level negotiations for some time, although some of the projects are likely to proceed on a piecemeal basis rather than
as part of a regional blueprint.
For the growth of freight traffic on the long-distance Silk Road railway routes,
there will be more pilot journeys from Chinese cities to new destinations in Europe and the Middle East, and more frequency for the trains travelling the more
established routes into the key European hubs.
Keep an eye too on nodal points like Khorgos on the China-Kazakhstan border
and Manzhouli on the fringes of Inner Mongolia with Russia. Local governments
on both sides of the frontier have high hopes for ‘dry ports’, with industrial parks
springing up at the strategic spot the railway gauges changeover.
The critics counter that the realities won’t match the rhetoric and that plans
like these are too ambitious for bleak parts of the world that are far away from major population centres.
But here, it might be worth going back to history. If the merchants of the past
had taken similar views, the Silk Road may never have existed, nor the centuries
of Chinese trade with the countries along its path. n
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